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mitch medinaortega()
 
when i was in high school i started to write a poem..then when i was on my last
sem in college i got married.. i just stopped writng for a while and didnt know
where my poems..then now i was inspired by a friend to write again and i joined
poemhunter..
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Alone
 
Controlling my feelings when i'm alone
So hard, tears wants to fall
You missed them but you ca'nt see them
There's no way 'coz you're millions miles away
 
Listening to music
Understand all the lyrics
Ca'nt fight being emotional
Innocence being natural
 
Courage to fight loneliness
Striving to be happy even you're empty
Shallow mind, shallow feelings
There's nothing to do, just thinking
 
No one to hold
No one to be told
Wishing someday your day will come
Meet the happiness, loneliness suddenly gone
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Telling You
 
Confession of my feelings for you my dear
Just listen to me cause this was real
We did'nt met by an accident
But fate lead us up to this moment
 
The so called love was spinning in our world
Added with faith and trust into that precious word
Trials and obstacles, we faced it together
So then happiness will lead us forever
 
Now, we are facing another challenge of life
I know we could make it right
Miles away from distance, we keep in touch
I knew that we loved each other very much
 
My love for you will never die
As long as there was you and I
Do'nt bother to think about the insecurities of others
That, s their problem we do'nt need them
 
This valentine, it's happy hearts time
We celebrate it everyday, everytime
I love you and I care for you my dear Alphy
We can make it to be forever happy
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Trust Between Lies
 
Battle with no assurance of winning
Bargaining for everything
Lust wishing not to last
But who knows what would happen in a sudden
 
I'm holding you because of trust
It gives me pain untill it last
You'd think you're doing well
I knew it you do'nt have to yell
 
Sometimes you deny the truth when you
cant handle the situation
Fearing to be misuderstand
Makes me feel worthless, like i'm dying
Self hatred pitty for myself
 
_______________________________
(24-08-12)
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